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“Y
ou can do better,” is a common assessment of a student’s
performance. It could also easily apply to Indiana’s K-12
school system. While the last two decades have seen such
positive education initiatives as Gov. Robert Orr’s A+ Program
and the instituting of a higher curriculum requirement for
graduation, Indiana still falls, at best, in the middle of the

pack nationally in most key testing scores and overall reports.
Discussing Indiana’s K-12 education system, what’s on track and where improvements can

be made are:

Data and discoveries
With the state’s education community now on the same page in terms of expected standards

and data collection, better analysis of how Indiana public schools are performing is beginning to
take shape, Clark states.

“We’ve all agreed on what the ISTEP passing scores should be; what the standards should
be. We’ve all agreed on how to identify students over time and how to calculate graduation
rates. So I think we’ve actually got a good framework for data. If we don’t alter any of those
parameters, we will begin to get a very good data trail.”

One welcome change in data monitoring is that each student is assigned an ID number, which
provides a way to track dropouts. “This will allow us to try to target those kids and really get help
to the ones that need it the most and get them (the schools) remediation dollars,” Holt says.

Mutz, Indiana’s lieutenant governor under Orr, acknowledges that current data reveals some
disturbing facts.

“It’s pretty clear that our performance has declined. I suggest that because of dropout rates
and graduation rates, which are two things that are getting a lot of attention.

“The numbers say that 30% of the general class each year is dropping out of high school; that
is almost an unacceptable outcome as far as I’m concerned,” he voices with obvious concern.

Adds Behning, “That’s 30% of a class, 30% of 80,000 statewide; it’s 15,000 students each
year. That piles up.”

Given the state’s limited resources, Behning believes it’s only logical to concentrate on reversing
this trend. “Why shouldn’t we focus immediately on the area that we know is our most difficult?”

Clark points to a specific point in time where troubles tend to arise. “Clearly the data shows
that we have issues to deal with between grades four and eight … One of the reasons may be
that the curriculum, rightfully so, becomes far more rigorous after third grade. Or, maybe our
curriculum is a little thin, a little broad and not concentrated enough.”

Time on task 
Part of the problem could be quite simple, asserts the panel: Indiana students are not spending

enough time in the classroom for the demands of today’s workforce.
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“Our school system was developed around an agrarian-type
society, and now there’s approximately 3% of our population
involved in agriculture. We’ve really not changed that model;
it’s pretty much a similar number of school days,” Behning
explains. 

“I think reality for us is that to meet some of the standards
we’re asking for, we’re probably going to need to look at more
time on task. When you look at what the rest of the world is
doing – Japan for instance and the length of their school day
and the length of their school year – how can we get as much
information crammed into 180
days that they’re doing in 220?
And that’s each year.”

While Clark agrees that “more
instructional time, especially for
students who have difficulty
achieving the standards, should
be looked at,” he would like to
see increased attention given to
the early education years. “One
of the ways that other parts of the world are probably ahead of
us is in providing that time on task earlier, to help ensure four
and five-year-olds get quality education programs.”

Money is the 800-pound gorilla in the room during any
discussion about more time in school. Still, the panel believes
it’s a must. 

Holt likes the notion of year-round schooling. “I think
that it’s a very important area to consider. Students would have
shorter breaks at different times of the year instead of just having
the long summer break, which is when students forget a lot of
what they learned,” he said. 

“By being constantly in school, it would hopefully help
kids retain more of that knowledge that they gained while they’ve
been in school.”

Concurs Behning, “We ought to do more year-round
programming … I would love to find a way to encourage
more schools to go to a year-round program.” 

Behning says that State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Dr. Suellen Reed has been an advocate of year-round schools,
but he’s not aware of efforts to “encourage them.”

Mutz noted that “people have been thinking about year-
round schooling and talking about it for a long time.” He first
brought up the concept during the Whitcomb administration
in 1967, his first year in the legislature, but it went nowhere. 

At the end of the day, he believes, “You would hope that if
you give local school corporations enough flexibility that they
would figure out creative ways to succeed. I mean that’s
really what this is about. 

“Year-round schooling may be one of the creative things
that might be done as far as local levels are concerned. I
think, however, it by itself isn’t going to solve our problems.”

Charter schools 
Another creative option: charter schools, which

allow for a greater degree of freedom than the typical
public school. 

“Our public schools … it’s not a one-size-fits-all type
model. And when we’ve got kids that learn so many different
ways, we need to be more creative in the way we deliver the
services. And that’s why charters may have an opportunity to

be successful and they may have
models that look differently,”
Behning asserts. “They are not
traditional public schools. From the
little data we have right now, we
know that they are outperforming
their traditional public-supported
counterparts.” (Note: The state funding
allotment for charters is not the same
of a regular public school. Charters
receive no capital dollars and no
transportation dollars, which means

additional outside funds are necessary.)
Mutz pinpoints the motivation factor

as key to the success of many of Indiana’s
charter schools. “Somebody in the family

of those students had to be motivated to make a choice to send
their child there … that generates more parental involvement,
which is a great thing.”

This motivation can also extend to the more traditional
schools. “A charter school can be another educational option
in an environment that causes people who run the conventional
schools to take a second look at what they’re doing over and
over again … and how they can be more competitive.” 

Behning puts the state’s current charter school student
population at 4,200 and growing. He cites Ball State University,
which is the charter sponsor for several schools throughout
Indiana, and Indianapolis Mayor Bart Peterson for their leadership
in the progression of charter schools.

When Indiana’s first charter school opened in 2001 an initial
concern, Behning reports, was that charter schools would create
“creaming,” attracting the brightest and best, thus draining
traditional schools. “Yet the exact reverse has happened …
they definitely provide services to children of poverty and to
minorities,” he states.

Accountability
Inherent in determining the success of any school is

assessment and accountability. In
the spring, for the first time, Indiana
Public Law (PL) 221 placed all
schools in one of five accountability

“I think [Public Law
221 on accountability]
is 90% realistic. It’s a
good first step, but I
don’t think it’s the end all.”

– David Holt
Indiana Chamber of Commerce

“A charter school … causes
people who run the conventional
schools to take a second look at
what they’re doing over and
over again ... and how they can
be more competitive.”

– John Mutz
Lumina Foundation
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categories. Depending on their ISTEP performance and improvement
rates, they’ll be placed from the lowest category to the highest category.
Under the law, there are sanctions if schools do not meet the standards.

“This assessment won’t be perfect. Some will say it’s not rigorous
enough. Some will say it’s unfair to schools. But I think people are
welcome to analyze it however they see it. Because of the consensus in
which it was enacted, we have reason to keep moving forward with
it,” Clark explains.

Holt believes PL 221 is better than the federal No Child Left Behind
Act that only applies to Title 1 schools. “I think it’s 90% realistic. It’s a
good first step, but I don’t think it’s the end all.”

Clark views PL 221 as a Catch-22 situation. “What really matters
is whether or not a local community, school educators, parents and students
are satisfied with where they are placed in those categories. And quite
frankly, if they get stuck in the next to lowest category and they’re satisfied
with that, I think that speaks volumes.” 

“I think if they’re not, then they all work together to make improvements,
that will be a positive outcome for that system. I think if they don’t, we will
beg for tougher sanctions,” he suggests.

Roundtable vs. State Board 
Keeping a close eye on the K-12 education scene are two groups with government ties:

Indiana’s Education Roundtable and the State Board of Education. The Roundtable – which was
founded during the O’Bannon administration in 1998 and is co-chaired by the governor and
superintendent of public instruction – sets the ISTEP passing scores, which is its lone official
function. The group, however, makes numerous recommendations.

The State Board of Education, which operates under Superintendent Reed, has the statutory
authority to make and amend policy.

The panel questions whether the time has come that only one group is needed.
“There was a time when apparently Republicans and Democrats didn’t talk to each other

very well about education issues. And apparently the education and business organizations didn’t
discuss matters very well. The Roundtable was created as an effective bridge for those groups,”
Clark explains.

“The larger issue is that we need a venue and an environment where you can have civil debate
about education and achieve consensus. If the Roundtable facilitated some of that happening,
then it served a good function. Whether it needs to continue is a whole different matter.”

Behing presents a different take. “The public looks to the governor as being responsible for
education. I mean technically the buck stops with the governor on everything. And I honestly
see the roundtable as the governor’s opportunity to put his hand in there and have a more direct

control over educational destiny. 
“And I’m not sure that maybe the State Board hasn’t outlived

its purpose. The whole situation deserves a closer look.”

Core 40 and grades 11-12
One long-standing recommendation of the Roundtable

became a reality this past legislative session with passage of
the Core 40 curriculum – heavy in English/language arts, math
and science – which will be required for high school graduation
beginning with the class of 2011. 

“What Core 40 teaches and what it’s supposed to produce is someone who is acceptable for
college admission, but is also acceptable for most jobs that are available in Indiana. And I guess
the sooner we get the business community to say, ‘I’m going to look at Core 40 performance as
one of the things I look at when somebody applies for a job,’ the better off we are,” Mutz asserts.

“Once the higher education institutions, including Ivy Tech, do the same thing, it will be an
important step. We need to align these activities – high school, college and workplace.” 

Another avenue where secondary and postsecondary education converge is in a dual enrollment

“…Quite frankly, high
school could become a
three to five-year
endeavor. Three years for students
who are ready to move through it,
and five years for students who
need longer to get there.” 

– Dan Clark
Indiana State Teachers Association

“I think reality for us is
that to meet some of the
standards we’re asking for,
we’re probably going to need

to look at more time on task.”
– Rep. Bob Behning

House Education Committee
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program, such as the one through Ivy Tech that allows
students to earn both high school and college credits. “That
structure is a good idea. Quite frankly, high school could
become a three to five-year endeavor. Three years for students
who are ready to move through it, and five years for students
who need longer to get there,” Clark offers.

Mutz couldn’t agree more. “Are our grades 11 and 12

largely a waste of time? There are an awful lot of people now
writing about the problems that the last two years of high
school have. Dual enrollment is essentially one of the ways to
correct that. 

“In Europe and other places they’ve virtually eliminated those
last two years. I am not saying they’ve got the right system,
but I am interested in seeing what they’re doing and learning

from it,” he notes.

Wish list
“I would like to see our schools

become a magnet, something that
draws people to Indiana rather than
causes them to be concerned about
locating here. And, I see an education
system as maybe being the single
largest magnet, along with college and
university training, for bringing the
best and the brightest to your state,”
Mutz surmises.”

Focusing on the state’s preparation
of teachers would be one place Holt
would set his sights on improving
first. “Our teacher’s colleges don’t
emphasize enough of the subject
matter for the teachers coming out,
which make them not as prepared as
they need to be. There are some really
good teachers, but there are also some
bad teachers.”

For his part, Clark doesn’t want
to lose any traction. “There are signs
that educational organizations have
not fully embraced the standards of
accountability. There are signs that the
business community isn’t fully prepared
to address the issues of the achievement
gaps. There are signs that the legislative
process has been unable to deal with
the budget circumstances. 

“All three of those things could
force us to all turn backwards. That
would be a huge, huge mistake.”
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